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of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

07/22/2002'
On July 22, 2002,
was interviewed at Camp Delta, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, by members o
T- P - ent during the interview were Special Agent (SA)
CA - 4 Team.
P ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, Linguist
and another U.S. Government official.
flowing information.
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has studied the Koran in a mosaue
His Islamic studies we ,first language.
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The guards at Camp Delta are not bad. Camp Delta is a
prison, .and, sometimes, the guards are "not good" with the
detainees. That is okay. The food at Camp Delta is not good.
when asked about his health
feels good now. Sometime, he feels sick.
he wa

responded that he

worries about his children. He doesn't know why
0 f hani guards
was later b
ori a

believes that his fame y is in

He doesn't know, for

sure.

The detainees have various problems with the guards at
Camp Delta. The guards use foul language. They play loud music
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it difficult for the deta !es to sleep.
spect for the detaineWar/lanIslam. 2
Sometimes, tne guards .eny water for the detainees.
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Treatment at the Camp Delta hospital is good. The
doctors gave hin treatment for a kidney stone and for asthma. The
medicine that they gave him for asthma is not good.
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